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Introduction

Technology is rapidly changing every day. New methods, new inventions, discoveries and algorithms are demonstrating results which were only in the realm of possibilities till now. While it brings significant impact on life and business for one, it creates complications for others. Particularly professionals who are involved in the sales and marketing of IoT, have to suddenly learn and deal with completely new complexities and paradigms.

Complexities

- The first complexity that IoT sales people have to deal with is that there is no customer for IoT. No business is actively looking out for IoT technology, platforms or solutions. None of the businesses have a separate IoT budget. Unlike any other sales that you do, like advertising, marketing or IT where annual budgets are designed, IoT does not have a separate budget. Since IoT deployments and solutions impacts horizontally across the business, the budget is not controlled by a single department but borrows from many. The whole buying process around IoT is decentralised with no single decision maker.

Each department would want to minimize its contribution while increasing its benefits. This is further complicated by budget owners wanting immediate returns while IoT solutions have a certain timeline before benefits start to kick in. In effect, the salesperson has to contend with multiple decision makers, controlling different budgets, desiring different benefits on differing timescales. It is very important for the sales person to do a thorough mapping of various budget heads and decision makers. It is equally important to build business relations with all these decision makers and understand their business drivers. This makes the sales process incredibly complex.

- The second complexity is about what we are selling. Incredibly, in IoT sales, neither do we sell products nor services. We only sell outcomes. The customer is not really interested in what your technology platform is and what kind of sensors you use unless you can guarantee outcomes that are desired. Because the decision maker is no longer limited to technology functions of the customer, the focus on technology, platforms, sensors, connectivity, hardware and software diminishes. Don’t get me wrong, the CTO or the IT head will still want to have a granular discussion on all of the above, but more often than not, some of the other discussions will have a large percentage of it focused on outcomes. And this is where it starts getting complex. Each decision maker will have a different desired outcome.

Let’s assume you are selling an industry 4.0 solution to a manufacturing unit and budgets are getting shared between Supply Chain, Product Development/Engineering, Planning, Production/manufacturing, Service and Distribution. While your solution might have the most immediate impact on the Planning department allowing them better planning and logistics, followed closely by Supply Chain, you might find that the production/manufacturing department being very disgruntled because they might have to deal with the maximum
amount of change, while taking care not to disrupt production schedules. The planning and supply chain departments will want an immediate outcome while production and manufacturing will want a deferred outcome.

Sometimes, you have to even anticipate the challenges that will come with your solution delivering, what it promised. Let’s look at the same industry 4.0 solution that we talked about in the previous paragraph. Let’s say, that the solution is designed to anticipate machinery wear and tear and schedule preventive maintenance and inventory control to reduce breakdown. Assume the factory had an average of 2 breakdowns a month and by using this solution the factory has not had a single breakdown in 6 months. Very soon, the problem (breakdown) is no longer visible and therefore ceases to exist. As a sales person you run the risk that in the next financial review, somebody might want to discontinue the solution because it is for a problem which no longer exists. It will therefore become your job to continuously demonstrate the utility of the solution.

- The third complexity will be around sales cycle times. Connected IoT solutions will provide enormous streams of data. These streams of data if analysed can provide additional opportunities for the sales. In effect from a sales and an after sales process we are moving to a sales and a sales after sales process making the sales cycle perpetual with each customer. Sales prospecting will now include data mining, big data and analytics, skills which the IoT salesperson has to arm himself with.

- The fourth complexity lies as a subset of the decentralised buying for IoT. It will be very difficult for customers to use standard brick and mortar operations to connect the dots both while buying and during deployment. Traditional organisations are not built to make IoT purchase or deployment easy. Traditional silo or matrix organisations will still need time to come to terms with new age way of doing business using the platform structure. While that takes its time to happen, currently your solution sits in-between IT, the business units and various operation functions. The buyer won’t have the support and resources to deploy the solution. The salesperson will have to help the buyer to plan for the internal collaboration meetings. Identifying what resources, support, and budget is required from other teams will form a part of the orchestrating role that salesperson has to do.

- The fifth complexity is around pricing. Standard pricing models will be passé. With myriad combinations of outcomes that will be on sale, bespoke pricing models will rule the day. With loads of usage and other data flowing from already deployed solutions, companies will have the ability to improve segmentation, deploy more granular and targeted pricing models, deliver new value added services, and anticipate the needs of their customers. Recurring revenue streams can be created by combining physical products with digital content and
services, which requires companies to transform the processes and culture across their marketing and sales organizations, and potentially their business models to capture more of the newly created value. The implications of shifting from a discrete product sale to streams of upgrades and services over the product’s life are dramatic.

Summary

To summarise, IoT Solution sales people have to contend with the following challenges and their impacts

- Decentralised buying with no clear owner/buyer/decision maker
- No allocated budgets for IoT with multiple budget owners lending part of their budgets
- There are no products or services to sell. We only sell outcomes
- No fixed sales cycle times with continuous new opportunities being thrown through usage and other data flow
- IoT solution deployment will require salesperson support due to decentralisation of decision making
- Deal pricing will require special expertise with multiple permutation and monetisation opportunities

Conclusion

Traditional selling will have to undergo an upgrade with consultative selling being the order of the day. Sales people have to hone up their complex selling skills and add data management and analytics skills, as well as focus on long term relationship building and cutting edge deal construction and pricing skills. The investment that sales people and their companies have to put in to upgrade themselves is significant, however the outcomes and rewards are more than satisfying.
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